
Voice patterns in adult English speakers with Autism Spectrum Disorder 

Introduction 
Individuals with an Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) often display distinctive 
quality of speech, described as monotone or singsongy [1]. Atypical modulation 
of speech comes into play when establishing a diagnosis of ASD, even though 
the acoustic properties of autistic speech have rarely been described and their 
relation to the disorder needs to be clarified. Recent work [2-4] has shown in 
Danish and American populations that ASD individuals display quantifiably 
distinctive voice dynamics. 
 
Here we aim to extend those findings by 1) characterizing acoustic properties of 
ASD speech in a naturalistic setting with a British sample, and 2) evaluating 
how acoustic dynamics of speech in ASD relate to diagnostic measures and 
perceived quality of communication. 
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Methods 
The framework of a previous naturalistic experiment [5] provided us with 
materials for the current study. 
Task: Participants took part in a live event scenario in which they performed first 
aid manipulations on a manikin following a script. Later on, participants were 
interviewed on what they recalled of the event, starting with a free recall 
procedure. 
 
Materials: Interviews were recorded for further analysis [5]. The present study 
analyses the free recall segment of the interview. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1: the panel on the left represents the first aid situation; the panel on the 

right the free recall setting. 
Participants: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Complementary measures:  

Autism diagnostic observation tool, ADOS [6] 
Anxiety Index, BAI [7] 
Quality of communication [8] 

 

We extracted regularly sampled time-series of: 
1.  Pause behavior (1s when speech, 0s when lack of speech, every 10 ms) 
2.  Fundamental frequency (filtered at 75-400 Hz, every 10 ms, first derivative) 
3.  Intensity (in decibel, every 10 ms, first derivative) 
4.  Speech rate (in estimated syllables per minute, every 333 ms) 

For all measures we calculated descriptive statistics (mean, standard deviation), 
recurrence over time (RQA analysis, [9]) and measures of dysphonia, in particular 
jitter and shimmer using Teager Keiser Energy Operator (TKEO, [10]). Jitter and 
Shimmer quantify the deviation from periodicity of pitch and intensity, respectively, 
and are related to hoarseness, breathiness and roughness of voice. 
 
ElasticNet was used for feature selection [11]. Diagnosis was predicted using a 5-
fold cross-validated linear discriminant function and the accuracy was balanced 
using Variational Bayesian mixed-effects inference [12]. ADOS total scores and 
individual factors scores were predicted using a 5-fold cross-validated multiple linear 
regression. Both analyses were iterated 100 times to test for stability of results.  

Analysis 

Results 
Intensity change range and shimmer (TKEO SD, TKEO 5th percentile, Absolute 
Perturbation) allowed the discrimination of participants with ASD from typically 
developing controls (Fig 3) with a balanced accuracy of 81.09 % (Confidence 
Intervals: 68.20% – 91.25%, p<.000001), a sensitivity of 84.83% and a specificity of 
82.20%. 

The distinctiveness of autistic voices is quantifiable in ways that make it possible to largely 
reconstruct key aspects of the diagnosis from the voice only. Autistic voices in our sample were 
characterized by high variations in intensity change and shimmer, as well as highly irregular 
speech rate, with these features being more pronounced the more severe the autistic symptoms 
and the lower the perceived quality of communication. 
 
Future work will explore  the mechanisms underlying these distinctive patterns and the role they 
play in social interactions. 
  
 

Conclusions 
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Figure 3 – A representative discrimination plot, using two distinctive features 

Jitter (TKEO 25th percentile and Baken), 
Shimmer (TKEO 95th and 25th percentiles) 
and irregularity of speech rate change 
explained 61.14% (measured as Adjusted R 
Square, CI: 6.5 - 98.48, p<.05) of the 
variance of the externally rated quality of 
communication. 
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Intensity change range and irregularity of speech rate (TKEO 25th percentile) 
explained 53.96% (measured as Adjusted R Square, CI: 49.84 - 58.14, p<.001) of 
the variance of the total ADOS scores.  Intensity change minimum and irregularity of 
speech rate (TKEO 25th percentile) explained 52.11%, (p<.002) of ADOS RSI 
scores. None of the other ADOS factors was significantly predicted. 
  
 

Figure 2 – Example of a spectrogram in an ASD participant: (a) Raw signal (b) Spectrum 
(frequency signal as a function of time, blue lines show maximum intensity at which f0 is 
measured) (c) Speech-pause pattern (speech in blue) 
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